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Abstract
We compare several major white-matter tracts in human and macaque occipital lobe using diffusion magnetic resonance
imaging. The comparison suggests similarities but also signiﬁcant differences in the tracts. There are several apparently
homologous tracts in the 2 species, including the vertical occipital fasciculus (VOF), optic radiation, forceps major, and
inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF). There is one large human tract, the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, with no
corresponding fasciculus in macaque. We could identify the macaque VOF (mVOF), which has been little studied. Its
position is consistent with classical invasive anatomical studies by Wernicke. VOF homology is supported by similarity of
the endpoints in V3A and ventral V4 across species. The mVOF ﬁbers intertwine with the dorsal segment of the ILF, but the
human VOF appears to be lateral to the ILF. These similarities and differences between the occipital lobe tracts will be
useful in establishing which circuitry in the macaque can serve as an accurate model for human visual cortex.
Key words: comparative study, diffusion MRI, vertical occipital fasciculus, visual cortex, white matter

Introduction
The macaque monkey has been an important model for understanding human vision. The 2 species perform at similar levels
on many basic sensory tasks, such as color, motion, and spatial
discriminations (De Valois and Jacobs 1968; De Valois et al.
1974; Newsome et al. 1989; Miura et al. 2006; Horwitz 2015), or
categorization of objects (Sigala et al. 2002; Rajalingham et al.

2015). Some performance differences between human and
macaque vision have also been described (Gellman et al. 1990;
Zarco et al. 2009; Lindbloom-Brown et al. 2014; Horwitz 2015).
A substantial literature compares human and macaque functional cortical responses to visual stimuli (Brewer et al. 2002; Tsao
et al. 2003, 2008; Orban et al. 2004; Sasaki et al. 2006; Kriegeskorte
et al. 2008; Wade et al. 2008; Pinsk et al. 2009; Mantini et al. 2012;
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Okazawa et al. 2012; Polosecki et al. 2013; Goda et al. 2014; Kolster
et al. 2014; Russ and Leopold 2015; Lafer-Sousa et al. 2016). There
are similarities and differences in the functional responses, as
well (Tootell et al. 2003; Wandell and Winawer 2011; Vanduffel
et al. 2014).
The anatomical connections to visual cortex are important
data for understanding the similarities and differences of the
functional organization in the 2 species. It is well established
that the physiological properties of individual neurons are
similar throughout cortex, with large variations in neuronal
responses arising substantially from differences in their connections. For instance, Wernicke’s and Geschwind’s classic theory of Connectionism emphasizes the important role of the
white-matter axon bundles (fascicles, tracts) in deﬁning the
long-range neuronal connections (Catani and Ffytche 2005;
Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2012). These tracts establish
critical features of the brain’s information processing (Bullock
et al. 2005; Fields 2008a, 2008b, 2015; Wandell and Yeatman
2013). Comparing the anatomical connections in the 2 species
may help us specify which macaque behaviors and responses
are a good model for human and which are not.
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) and tractography algorithms provide an excellent opportunity to better
understand the organization of major white-matter tracts
(Catani et al. 2002; Mori and Zhang 2006; Schmahmann et al.
2007; Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2012; Craddock et al.
2013; Wandell and Yeatman 2013; Wandell 2016). These methods assess the large-scale organization of the major whitematter tracts, including their relative positions of the tracts,
their relative sizes, and the positions of the estimated tract
endpoints with respect to the visual ﬁeld maps (Greenberg
et al. 2012; Takemura et al. 2016b; Rokem et al. 2017). The goal
of this study is to shed light on how the pattern of long-range
white-matter tracts contributes to the functional and behavioral similarities and differences between human and macaque
visual system. This work is part of a growing literature using
dMRI and tractography to compare the white-matter tracts
between the 2 species (Schmahmann et al. 2007; Rilling et al.
2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2011; Jbabdi et al. 2013; Li et al.
2013; Mars et al. 2016; van den Heuvel et al. 2016).
We report 3 principal ﬁndings. First, several white-matter
tracts are homologous in the human and macaque occipital
lobe. These are the optic radiation (OR), forceps major, and
inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF). In contrast, we do not ﬁnd
support for the existence of a macaque tract homologous to the
human inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF), a relatively
large tract in human.
Second, we describe the vertical occipital fasciculus (VOF), a
major white-matter tract communicating between the dorsal
and ventral streams (Takemura et al. 2016b). We focus on
the VOF because other major tracts have been extensively
described (Schmahmann et al. 2007), but until recently the VOF
has been relatively neglected in both the human and macaque
literature (Yeatman et al. 2013, 2014; Duan et al. 2015; Wu et al.
2016; Weiner et al. 2016a; Takemura et al. 2016b; Kay and
Yeatman 2017; Lee Masson et al. 2017). The diffusion measurements reveal a tract located in a position consistent with classical reports by Wernicke in an unnamed monkey species
(Wernicke 1881). The dorsal and ventral endpoints of the VOF
are near similar visual ﬁeld maps in human and macaque. The
VOF endpoint positions may be particularly important for
understanding how information is communicated between the
dorsal and ventral streams within the occipital lobe.
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Third, we describe a difference in the relative position of
several, large tracts in the occipital lobe: the VOF, ILF, and OR.
In both human and macaque, the VOF is clearly located lateral
to the OR. However, the macaque VOF (mVOF) crosses with the
dorsal segment of the ILF, while the human VOF is more clearly
distinct from human ILF in terms of tract position and endpoints.

Materials and Methods
MR Data Acquisition
The analyses are based on a diverse set of macaque and human
measurements, pooled across several laboratories, and public
data sets. The data sets have different spatial and angular resolution and image quality (see Supplementary Fig. 1). We analyze 4 different macaque data sets (M1–M4). Several of the key
analyses rely on the macaque data with the highest resolution
(M1, 250 μm isotropic).
We also analyze 10 human subjects, from 2 different data
sets. One set of diffusion data was measured by the Human
Connectome Project (HCP90, 5 subjects; Van Essen et al. 2013).
To help identify the position of tract endpoints with respect to
the fMRI-based visual ﬁeld maps, we also used data from 5 subjects that had both diffusion and fMRI measurements from an
additional data set (STN96). The experimental procedures for the
experimental STN96 data obtained at Stanford were approved by
the Stanford University Institutional Review Board. The MR data
acquisition parameters and preprocessing pipeline are described
in Supplementary Information (see “Supplementary Materials
and Methods”).

Tractography and Fascicle Evaluation
We used ensemble tractography (ET) to estimate the streamlines in the human and macaque data (Takemura et al. 2016a;
https://github.com/brain-life/ensemble_tractography). This method begins by generating a large set of candidate streamlines
using MRtrix (Tournier et al. 2012). The candidate connectome is
created using the entire white-matter volume as a seed region.
We generated candidate streamlines using probabilistic tractography and 5 curvature thresholds (minimum radius of curvature, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 mm; Takemura et al. 2016a). We set
other parameters as default (step size: 0.2 mm; maximum length:
200 mm; minimum length: 10 mm). We generated a total of
10 000 000 streamlines for the large human brain and 2 500 000
streamlines for the smaller macaque brain. Finally, we used linear fascicle evaluation (LiFE; Pestilli et al. 2014; Caiafa and Pestilli
2015; 2017) to optimize the candidate connectome. This procedure removes the streamlines that make no signiﬁcant contribution to explaining the diffusion measurements. Further technical
detail about tractography and fascicle evaluation is described in
Supplementary Information (see “Supplementary Materials and
Methods”).

Cortical Map Identiﬁcation
Human Data
For the STN96 data set, we identiﬁed the location of cortical
areas (visual ﬁeld maps) using fMRI data and the population
receptive ﬁeld method (Dumoulin and Wandell 2008; Wandell
and Winawer 2011). We identiﬁed the border between visual
areas (V1, V2, V3, hV4, V3A/B, VO, LO, and IPS-0) based on the
reversal of polar angle, eccentricity, and anatomical landmarks
(Press et al. 2001; Dougherty et al. 2003; Brewer et al. 2005;
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Larsson and Heeger 2006; Amano et al. 2009; Witthoft et al. 2014;
Winawer and Witthoft 2015). The IPS-0 map could be only identiﬁed in one representative subject (H6). Technical details of the
method are described in previous publications (Dumoulin and
Wandell 2008; Amano et al. 2009; Winawer et al. 2010; Takemura
et al. 2012, 2016b).
For the HCP90 data set, we identiﬁed the location of visual
ﬁeld maps based on the surface-based probabilistic atlas proposed by Wang et al. (2015). We adapted the visual ﬁeld maps
deﬁned in the atlas (V1/V2/V3, V3A/B, hV4, LO, and IPS-0) for
the T1-weighted image in individual HCP90 data set based on
surface-based registration.
Macaque Data
We used the Saleem and Logothetis D99 digital macaque brain
atlas (Saleem and Logothetis 2012; Reveley et al. 2016) to identify areas in macaque visual cortex (V1, V2, V3, V3A, V4d, V4v,
MT, and TEO). This atlas was originally deﬁned by comparison
between the histology and anatomical MRI data (Saleem and
Logothetis 2012). We then transformed this MRI-based atlas
into individual macaque brain data by using nonlinear alignment (Reveley et al. 2016; https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/
atlases/macaque/macaqueatlas_1.2a/). Further technical details
and the performance of the atlas ﬁtting method are discussed
in a previous publication (Reveley et al. 2016).

Tract Identiﬁcation
For both human and macaque data, we identiﬁed major whitematter tracts in occipital cortex using waypoint Region of
Interests (ROIs) drawn on the structural MRI images based on of
anatomical prescriptions (Catani et al. 2002; Wakana et al. 2004).
The streamlines that pass through a pair of ROIs are considered
as potential members of a given tract. We describe the position
of macaque waypoint ROIs in Supplementary Figure 2, as well as
stereotactic coordinates of ROI position in AC coordinate on the
D99 digital macaque brain atlas (Reveley et al. 2016).
The set of potential streamlines is reﬁned by removing outliers. These are streamlines that meet the following criteria: 1)
the streamline length ≥3 SD longer than the mean streamline
length in the tract, 2) the streamline position is ≥3 SD away
from the mean position of the tract (Yeatman et al. 2012b). We
relaxed these criteria for the IFOF (4 SD for both length and position), because human IFOF streamlines are relatively sparse
and distributed.
There were a few additional processing steps. First, we used
ConTrack (Sherbondy et al. 2008a) to identify the human OR.
There are known challenges to estimate human OR using a
standard whole-brain tractography, particularly on the tracking
of crossing ﬁber regions around Meyer’s loop (Chamberland
et al. 2017). We chose ConTrack as a dedicated method for identifying human OR because ConTrack successfully reconstructs
the human OR, including Meyer’s loop, in a consistent manner
with postmortem anatomy (Sherbondy et al. 2008a, 2008b).
Second, in both human and macaque VOF, we added the constraint that streamlines must be dorsal–ventral between the 2
ROI waypoints. Streamlines whose path deviated more than 2 SD
from the mean direction of the VOF streamlines (Takemura et al.
2016b) were deleted. Finally, tract visualization used the Matlab
Brain Anatomy toolbox (https://github.com/francopestilli/mba;
Pestilli et al. 2014). Further technical details on tract identiﬁcation
method are described in Supplementary Information (see “Tract
identiﬁcation method” in Supplementary Information on Materials
and Methods).

Virtual lesions
We used the virtual lesion method (Pestilli et al. 2014; Leong
et al. 2016; Takemura et al. 2016b) to evaluate the evidence supporting the existence of the mVOF. Speciﬁcally, we compared
the change in prediction accuracy (root mean squared error;
RMSE) for diffusion signal between the optimized connectome
and a lesioned connectome with the streamlines of interest
removed. The RMSE is compared in all voxels touched by the
lesioned streamlines, the mVOF in this case. The complete set
of streamlines that contribute to the prediction of the diffusion
measurements in these voxels is called the path-neighborhood
of the mVOF. The path-neighborhood includes the mVOF itself
and the other streamlines that pass through the mVOF voxels.
We measure the distribution of RMSE values in the mVOF voxels
when using the entire path-neighborhood, and then we remove
the mVOF and solve for the weights with the remaining streamlines. The supporting evidence is the difference in the mean
RMSEs divided by the joint standard deviation, which we call the
strength of evidence, S (see Pestilli et al. 2014). Technical details
of the method are described elsewhere and through our opensource software (https://github.com/francopestilli/life; Pestilli et al.
2014; Takemura et al. 2016b). We note that the computational
implementation of LiFE used in this study (Caiafa and Pestilli 2015;
2017) is not identical to the implementation in the original paper
(Pestilli et al. 2014; Takemura et al. 2016b). While the numerical
values of the virtual lesion are not precisely the same to those in
earlier publications, the values and conclusions are consistent.

Relating the VOF endpoint and cortical maps
Streamlines terminate at the boundary between white and gray
matter. We measured the distance between tract endpoints
and gray matter voxels to identify the cortical areas closest to
the tract endpoints. Speciﬁcally, we collected the coordinates of
the endpoints of the VOF streamlines and computed the distance between the coordinates of the endpoint and gray matter
voxels. Then, for each gray matter voxel, we counted the number of endpoints within a threshold distance (human data:
3 mm, macaque data: 2 mm). We plot the normalized endpoint
counts on the smoothed cortical surface (Fig. 5).
This analysis has some limitations, derived from the challenges
in associating the cortical surface and tract endpoints (Reveley
et al. 2015). This analysis measures only the general proximity
between cortical maps and tract endpoints. It is not a deﬁnitive
estimate of the ﬁber projections into cortical gray matter regions.

Results
We begin by comparing the spatial arrangement of the major
white-matter tracts in both human and macaque visual cortex. We
focus much of our attention on a tract that has been little studied:
the human and macaque VOF (see Yeatman et al. 2014).
Speciﬁcally, we identify its position with respect to other tracts
and the location of its endpoints with respect to the cortical maps.

Comparison of Major Occipital Tract Positions
Figure 1 compares the general organization of the major occipital
tracts in macaque (Fig. 1A) and human (Fig. 1B). We consistently
identiﬁed the major tracts (OR, ILF, forceps major, and VOF) from
both data sets (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for the examples in
other macaque and human data sets). With the exception of the
mVOF, these tracts are reported in previous studies in human
(Wakana et al. 2004; Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten 2008, 2012;
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Figure 1. Major white-matter tracts with at least one endpoint in occipital cortex. Axial view of major white-matter tracts (ILF, red; IFOF, purple; OR, green; Forceps
Major, dark yellow; VOF, blue) overlaid on anatomical image in a representative macaque (A, subject M1, ex vivo) and human (B, subject H1, HCP90 data set). The
small panel in the left side in panel A indicates the size of the macaque tracts in an identical spatial scaling with human ﬁgure.

Martino and Garcia-Porrero 2013; Yeatman et al. 2013; Takemura
et al. 2016b) and macaque (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006;
Schmahmann et al. 2007). We discuss the VOF in more detail in
the next section.
There is a signiﬁcant difference between the major occipital
tracts in human and macaque: we do not ﬁnd evidence for an IFOF
in macaque dMRI data with highest resolution (subject M1, 250 μm
isotropic voxels; see Supplementary Fig. 2 for IFOF waypoint ROI
deﬁnition). This is consistent with previous studies showing evidence for the existence of the IFOF in humans (Curran 1909; Catani
and Thiebaut de Schotten 2008; Martino et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2011;
Sarubbo et al. 2013; Forkel et al. 2014; Pestilli et al. 2014), but no evidence for this tract in macaques (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006;
Schmahmann et al. 2007; but see Mars et al. 2016).

M1, 250 μm isotropic voxels; see Supplementary Fig. 2 for other
slices). The PDD map has been used to identify the position of
the VOF in human studies (Pajevic and Pierpaoli 1999; Wakana
et al. 2004; Yeatman et al. 2013; Takemura et al. 2016b).
Inspection of the PDD images clearly reveals the position of
several major tracts; such as the OR and forceps major (Fig. 2
and Supplementary Fig. 4).
The PDD maps in this high-resolution data set clearly identify the major macaque pathways including a pathway seemingly homologous to the human VOF. Speciﬁcally, the data in
Figure 2 reveal tracts with a superior–inferior diffusion direction (blue) in the lateral occipital white matter (outlined). The
blue PDD indicates the presence of a vertical tract communicating between dorsal and ventral visual cortex. The ventral portion of this tract is located between IOS and the STS (left panel,
axial view, Fig. 2). This tract is lateral to the calcarine sulcus
and the OR (green regions in right panel, Fig. 2). This tract is
also identiﬁable from PDD map in other slices (Supplementary
Fig. 4). Hereafter, we call this tract macaque vertical occipital
fasciculus (mVOF). We consistently identiﬁed the core portion
of this tract from the PDD map in the data set from living and
postmortem macaque brain with coarser spatial resolution (see
Supplementary Fig. 12 and “Instrumentation and Acquisition
Parameter Dependencies”). We also note that the mVOF position
is qualitatively consistent with classical reports by Wernicke
and others (Wernicke 1881; Bailey et al. 1944; Petr et al. 1949; see
“Diffusion MRI Estimates of the mVOF are Consistent with
Anatomical Studies” in Discussion).
Figure 3A shows the estimated mVOF (see Materials and
Methods). It is located on the anterior-lateral side of the lunate
sulcus dorsally, and its ventral endpoints are near the occipitotemporal sulcus (OTS). We observed the core of the mVOF in
this position for all 8 hemispheres from the macaque brains
(see Supplementary Fig. 12 for more examples). Figure 3B is the
human VOF identiﬁed from HCP90 data set, shown for a comparison. Note the very different scales. The topological position
and dorsoventral endpoints of the VOF are similar in the 2 species, as elaborated below (see “Cortical Regions Near the mVOF
Endpoints”).

Identiﬁcation of mVOF

Statistical Evidence in Support of the mVOF Tract

Figure 2 shows the principal diffusion direction (PDD) map in
the highest resolution ex vivo macaque dMRI data set (subject

We evaluate the strength of evidence supporting the existence
of the mVOF using the virtual lesion method (Pestilli et al. 2014;

Figure 2. The position of the mVOF. The position of the mVOF identiﬁed in PDD
map (subject M1, ex vivo). The color scheme depicts the PDD in each voxel
(blue, superior–inferior; green, anterior–posterior; red, left–right). In the axial
slice (left panel), we could see the white-matter portion with predominantly
superior–inferior diffusion signal between superior temporal sulcus (STS) and
inferior occipital sulcus (IOS). In the coronal slice (right panel), this region is
located lateral to the calcarine sulcus and the OR (which has anterior–posterior
PDD, green). Scale bar (white) in each panel indicates 10 mm. Light blue dotted
line in left panel indicates the position of coronal slice in the right panel, vice
versa. LS, lateral sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; Calc, calcarine sulcus; POS,
parieto-occipital sulcus; OTS, occipito-temporal sulcus.
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Leong et al. 2016; Takemura et al. 2016b) that compares how
well 2 connectome models predict the diffusion signal in the
voxels of a tract of interest, mVOF. The unlesioned model contains all streamlines in the voxels of the mVOF. The lesioned
model has the streamlines of the tract of interest removed. We
compare the RMSE of the 2 models in the mVOF voxels. We
quantify the strength of evidence (S) in support of the tract by
calculating the RMSE divided by the standard deviation of the
RMSE (calculated by bootstrapping; Pestilli et al. 2014).
We measured clear differences in the RMSE of unlesioned
and lesioned models in the very high-quality macaque data set
(M1). The strength of evidence for the mVOF pathway in the
right hemisphere of M1 is S = 14.09 (Fig. 4A). The value is larger,
S = 25.64, in the left mVOF. The scatter plot in Figure 4B compares the RMSE of the 2 models for each voxel; the plot suggests that the evidence, S, arises from a subset of the mVOF
voxels that have a substantially larger RMSE in the lesioned
model. Thus, in addition to visible evidence on PDD maps (Fig. 2
and Supplementary Fig. 4), the virtual lesion analysis quantitatively supports the hypothesis that the mVOF exists in subject M1.

Cortical Regions Near the mVOF Endpoints

Figure 3. Human and macaque VOF identiﬁed using tractography. (A) mVOF
identiﬁed using tractography, overlaid on nondiffusion weighted (b = 0) image
(subject M1; left top, axial slice; right top, coronal slice; bottom, sagittal
slices). Lunate, lunate sulcus; Hipp, hippocampus. Other conventions are
identical to those in Figure 2. (B) Human VOF identiﬁed using tractography,
overlaid on T1-weighted image (subject H1, HCP90 data set). Scale bar (white
line) in each panel indicate 10 mm.

Despite some differences in visual ﬁeld map organization
between humans and macaques, the position and course of the
VOF appear consistent between the 2 species; the VOF endpoints are near V3A in the dorsal stream, and V4 in the ventral
stream. These similarities in cortical endpoints suggest that
the mVOF is homologous to human VOF.
We identiﬁed the cortical maps near the endpoints of the
VOF in humans and macaques. In humans, visual ﬁeld maps
were identiﬁed using fMRI as reported in a previous study
(Takemura et al. 2016b) as well as using a surface-based atlas
(Wang et al. 2015). In macaques, visual areas were identiﬁed
using a standard MRI-based atlas (Saleem and Logothetis 2012).
The atlas-based method is rather precise for the simple
macaque brain (Reveley et al. 2016). For the human brain, the
atlas-based method was further conﬁrmed by visual ﬁeld map
measurements in the living human brains (see below). Tract
cortical endpoints were computed by counting the number of
VOF streamlines exhibiting endpoints near each gray matter
voxel (tract endpoint density, see Materials and Methods;
Takemura et al. 2016b). Normalized streamline endpoint density

Figure 4. Statistical evidence supporting the existence of the mVOF. (A) The bootstrapped RMSE distributions for the unlesioned (orange) and lesioned (blue) models.
The RMSE is calculated for voxels in the right mVOF in subject M1 (see Material and Methods). The 2 distributions are widely separated (S = 14.03). (B) Twodimensional histogram comparing the RMSE between unlesioned (abscissa) and lesioned (ordinate) models (right mVOF voxels in M1). Color map indicates the number of voxels. The increased error in the lesioned model arises from a subset of the voxels that have larger RMSE for the lesioned compared with the full model
(upper left).
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(Saleem and Logothetis 2012; Kolster et al. 2014; see Supplementary
Fig. 5 for the results in left hemisphere). In the supplementary
analyses, we show that the estimates of cortical endpoint positions do not change substantially as we vary the waypoint ROI
positions (Supplementary Fig. 6). The estimates of cortical endpoint positions, however, do depend on the spatial resolution of
the diffusion MRI data (see “Instrumentation and Acquisition
Parameter Dependencies”; Supplementary Fig. 13).
Figure 5B and C describe the results on the right hemisphere
in 2 representative human data sets (subject H1, HCP90 data
set; subject H4, STN96 data set). One of the data sets (STN96)
was used previously (Takemura et al. 2016b), but the present
analysis differs because we now use ET methods (Takemura
et al. 2016a; see Materials and Methods). The new analysis conﬁrms the previous results (Takemura et al. 2016b), showing that
the dorsal human VOF endpoints are near V3A and V3B, V3d
and IPS-0, whereas the ventral endpoints are near human V4,
VO-1, and neighboring maps. This pattern is consistent across
data sets (HCP90, Fig. 5B and STN96, Fig. 5C; see Supplementary
Figs 7 and 8 for more examples). Human VOF endpoints supported by the HCP90 data set generally cover larger portions of
cortical maps presumably because of the smaller voxel size.

VOF Position with Respect to Other Tracts

Figure 5. Cortical visual maps near VOF endpoints in human and macaque.
(A) Cortical maps near the mVOF endpoint (subject M1, right hemisphere). In
this plot, we calculated the spatial distance between mVOF endpoints and gray
matter voxels, and counted the number of mVOF streamlines having endpoints
close to the gray matter voxel (see Materials and Methods). The boundaries
between visual areas are manually identiﬁed using an MRI-based atlas (Saleem
and Logothetis 2012). We observed the putative mVOF termination near V3A
and V4d dorsally, as well as V4v and TEO ventrally. See Supplementary Fig. 5
for more examples. (B) Cortical maps near human VOF endpoint in a representative hemisphere from HCP90 data set (subject H1, right hemisphere). The
boundaries between cortical areas are estimated using a surface-based probabilistic atlas (Wang et al. 2015). (C) Cortical maps near human VOF endpoints
in relation to visual ﬁeld maps estimated individually using fMRI (Dumoulin
and Wandell 2008; STN96 data set, subject H4, right hemisphere). The boundaries between cortical areas are deﬁned by the boundaries of polar angle and
eccentricity estimated by fMRI-based visual ﬁeld mapping (see captions at the
center; circular inset; UVM, upper vertical meridian; HM, horizontal meridian;
LVM, lower vertical meridian).

was superimposed on the cortical surface (Fig. 5; see Materials
and Methods).
Figure 5A shows the mVOF terminations in several visual
ﬁeld maps (right hemisphere, subject M1). The mVOF terminates near the anterior portion of the lunate sulcus dorsally
and the OTS ventrally. The left panel of Figure 5A shows maps
near dorsal mVOF endpoints. The region includes V3A, V4d/
DP, and possibly MT (see Supplementary Fig. 5 for the results
in left hemisphere). The right panel of Figure 5A shows the
maps near ventral mVOF endpoints. The endpoints are near the
OTS, which is mostly V4v. There are some endpoints near
the anterior portion of the OTS, which may correspond to TEO

Figure 6A shows the position of the VOF with respect to the
OR and the ILF. In human and macaque, the VOF is located
lateral to the OR and the 2 tracts are clearly distinguishable
(Fig. 6A, top panels). This has also been reported in classical
studies of postmortem human and macaque (Wernicke 1881;
Déjerine 1895).
In human, the ILF and VOF streamlines can be well separated and identiﬁed; the VOF streamlines are lateral to the ILF
streamlines (Fig. 6A, bottom image; see Supplementary Fig. 9 in
other example from STN96 data set). Relatively few ILF streamlines cross with VOF streamlines, and the crossings occur at
slightly different positions depending on the position of the
waypoint ROIs (Supplementary Fig. 10).
In macaque, the ILF and VOF streamlines pass through
many of the same voxels (Fig. 6A). The mVOF streamlines are
distinguished from the ILF mainly by the position of their endpoints on the cortical surface (Fig. 6B). In macaque, the mVOF
streamlines connect positions on dorsal and ventral posterior
cortex. These are distinguished from ILF streamlines which
have one endpoint in posterior cortex and a second endpoint in
anterior cortex. Unlike the human, in which the streamlines
themselves can be segregated, the macaque streamlines of the
VOF and ILF are mainly distinguished by their endpoints.
The pattern in macaque did make us consider whether the ILF
and VOF might be a single functional tract, perhaps supporting
the same cortical processing goals. But given 1) the 2 were segregated historically, 2) the different patterns of terminations, and 3)
the clear separation in human, we prefer to distinguish the
macaque VOF and ILF streamlines (see “The Spatial Organization
of the VOF and ILF in Human and Macaque” in Discussion). We
provide a summary plot of the endpoint overlap between VOF
and ILF streamline endpoints in Supplementary Figure 11.

Instrumentation and Acquisition Parameter
Dependencies
The ability to resolve different tracts, estimate their sizes, and
locate their endpoints depends on the spatial and angular resolution of the acquisition (Kim et al. 2006; Roebroeck et al. 2008;
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particularly miss cortical endpoints in the gyrus between IOS
and OTS. The lower spatial resolution data is vulnerable to partial volume effects with gray matter and the superﬁcial U-ﬁber
system (Reveley et al. 2015; Vu et al. 2015).

Discussion
We used diffusion MRI data and tractography, in both human
and macaque, to identify the major white-matter tracts with at
least one occipital endpoint. In both species, we ﬁnd apparently
homologous tracts including the OR, forceps major, ILF, and VOF.
We ﬁnd no evidence for a macaque IFOF, consistent with previous reports (Schmahmann et al. 2007; Catani and Thiebaut de
Schotten 2008).
We succeeded in identifying the mVOF, which has been little studied. The core portion of this tract is consistent across
dMRI data sets obtained with different spatial resolutions and
number of diffusion directions. The mVOF shares some similarities with human VOF, particularly with regard to the position
of its endpoints with respect to the cortical maps. But the position of the VOF in relation to the ILF may differ between species.

Several Homologous Tracts, but No Evidence
for a Homologous IFOF

Figure 6. Human-macaque comparison of VOF position with respect to other
tracts. (A) Spatial relationship between the OR (green), the ILF (magenta), and
VOF (blue) in human and macaque. Macaque tracts are depicted from 2 different
viewpoints (sagittal and coronal). (B) VOF and ILF cortical endpoints in human
and macaque in the right hemisphere (human, subject H1 from HCP90 data set;
macaque, subject M1), shown as cortical mesh representation from 2 different viewpoints. Color on the mesh indicates the approximate position of the ILF, VOF endpoints, and their overlap (red: ILF, blue: VOF, purple: overlap). See Supplementary
Figure 11 for the summary statistics on the estimated overlap.

Berman et al. 2013; Sotiropoulos et al. 2013, 2016; Pestilli et al.
2014; see also Lebel et al. 2012). The quality of the postmortem
data from M1 (Thomas et al. 2014; Reveley et al. 2015) is far
beyond the other data sets. However, data collected from living
brains offer additional opportunities even if it is limited in resolution (see “Combining Postmortem Anatomical Data with In
Vivo Diffusion MRI” in Discussion). Here we tested what we can
identify in relatively lower-resolution data sets from macaque
brains.
Supplementary Figure 12A depicts the PDD map from
macaque brain in other dMRI data sets. We can identify the
mVOF (blue, superior–inferior) and the OR (Supplementary Fig. 12A;
see Supplementary Fig. 14 for a comparison in other slice selections) from all data sets. The result suggests that the core portion
of the mVOF can be consistently identiﬁed in all macaque data
sets, including in vivo data. While the data sets are qualitatively
consistent, the estimates of the spatial extent of mVOF differ
across data sets, presumably because of the partial volume effect
in lower-resolution data (Supplementary Fig. 12B).
The estimates of cortical endpoints also depend on spatial
resolution. Supplementary Figure 13 compares the cortical
maps near mVOF endpoints among the data sets. While the
center of the mVOF endpoints is consistent, mVOF endpoints
in subject M1 (higher-resolution data) span a larger spatial
extent on the cortical surface. In lower-resolution data, we

There is a notable difference between human and macaque
occipital white-matter tracts: the macaque dMRI data lack support for the IFOF (Schmahmann and Pandya 2006; Schmahmann
et al. 2007), while the human dMRI supports the existence of an
IFOF. The species difference concerning the IFOF has also been
supported by classical and recent ﬁber dissection studies (Curran
1909; Martino et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Sarubbo et al. 2013; Forkel
et al. 2014). Furthermore, the statistical support for the human
IFOF from dMRI data is very strong (Pestilli et al. 2014). We conclude that there is a signiﬁcant interspecies difference with
respect to the IFOF estimated by dMRI data, while there is a
debate on the interpretation of the difference (Mars et al. 2016).
The functional signiﬁcance of IFOF interspecies difference is
an interesting question. One working hypothesis is that the
IFOF is crucial for the rapid transmission of visual information
to a semantic processing system in frontal cortex (Duffau et al.
2013). The much greater size of the human brain, which is 15
times the volume of macaque, allows for many new functions
and the possibility that the IFOF provides visual information to
many of these frontal circuits.

Diffusion MRI Estimates of the mVOF are Consistent
with Anatomical Studies
Wernicke (1881) reported the existence of a tract (“senkrechte
Occipitalbündel (fp)”; “vertical occipital bundle”; also termed as
“perpendicular fasciculus”) connecting dorsal and ventral
occipital cortex. His schematic of an axial slice of the postmortem monkey brain is compared with the dMRI estimates of
the PDD in macaque (Fig. 7, “fp” in the right panel). Wernicke
(1881) described the position of “vertical occipital bundle” as
lateral to the OR, which is consistent with PDD map (Fig. 2; see
Supplementary Fig. 14 for additional examples from PDD maps
in other macaque data set). In Wernicke’s schematic diagram,
the position of the vertical occipital bundle is surrounded by 2
sulci, which correspond to the modern deﬁnitions of the STS and
the IOS. Thus, the existence and position of the mVOF derived
from dMRI and tractography is consistent with Wernicke’s classical postmortem study.
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dorsal part of the parastriate area to the temporal lobe. These
may run ﬁrst in the vertical occipital bundle of Wernicke,
to sweep over into the inferior horizontal fasciculus in a ventral level. It should not be too difﬁcult to test this assumption.
(p. 179–183)
The evidence from the present study provides support for
their hypothesis nearly 75 years later.
Evidence from recent studies provide further anatomical
evidence for the mVOF. For example, in recent studies,
Schmahmann and Pandya (2006) explored major white-matter
tracts, including those in occipital cortex, in macaque brain
using retrograde tracers. Schmahmann and Pandya directly
relate the ILF to vertical fascicles when they write:
We have observed that ﬁbers that are caudally situated in the
vertical component of the ILF link the dorsal and ventral
aspects of the occipital lobe and are equivalent to this vertical
occipital system of Wernicke. (p. 450)
Figure 7. History of the mVOF. The comparison of the mVOF position in modern
diffusion MRI data and Wernicke’s study (Wernicke 1881). (A) The position of the
mVOF in PDD map in the left hemisphere (subject M1). This slice is chosen to
match the schematic diagram in Wernicke’s study (right, B). While it is impossible
to completely match the slice between modern data and classical work, the
position of the mVOF (left) and “vertical occipital bundle” (fp, right panel) is
qualitatively consistent; both are located between the STS (“e, Parallelfurche” in
Wernicke) and IOS (“k, vordere Occipitalfurche” in Wernicke).

The dMRI derived mVOF is also consistent with tract degeneration studies conducted by Bailey et al. (1944). Speciﬁcally,
they studied association pathways in Macaca mulatta by ﬁrst
injecting the neurotoxin in a target cortical site and then measuring the loss of electrophysiological signal following cortical
damage. Using this method, Bailey and colleagues reported a
pathway connecting the posterior end of the temporal cortex
with both dorsal extrastriate cortex as well as the posterior portion of the inferior parietal lobule. Petr et al. (1949) further
explored these tracts with comparable methods. They showed
that this vertical pathway extends from dorsal visual cortex
and nearby aspects of the inferior parietal lobe to macaque
TEO, but not area TE. This observation is consistent with results
from the present study showing that the mVOF has ventral
endpoints within TEO, but not further anterior regions (Fig. 5).
It is important to note that while the mVOF has not been
widely examined in modern studies, these vertical connections
were crucial for solidifying the division separating TEO from
TE. These areas were not easily differentiated cytoarchitectonically in Von Bonin and Bailey’s classic atlas (Petr et al. 1949;
Iwai and Mishkin 1969).
Additionally, Bonin and colleagues (1942) suggested that the
mVOF and ILF are compressed and intertwined within the
occipital lobe of macaque. The VOF and ILF are clearly separable and orthogonal in human. Bonin and colleagues had very
similar observations. In a summary of their strychnine measurements and Weigert stains in macaque, Bonin et al. write:
Wernicke’s vertical bundle, running lateral of the ventricle, is
well seen in the macaque wherein it was ﬁrst recognized by
Wernicke himself … there is much more room in the spacious
white core of the occipital lobes of chimpanzee and man than
in the sparse white matter of the macaque’s occipital lobe.
Hence the association ﬁbers which are compressed into a compact bundle in the macaque, may be more diffusely spread out
over a larger space in the higher primates… The experimental
results suggest moreover that there are ﬁbers passing from the

Their description of this ﬁber pathway is also consistent
with what we observed in our dMRI data, showing the vertical
occipital ﬁber connecting dorsal and ventral visual cortex
which are less distinguishable from the ILF (Fig. 6).
There is a collection of tracer studies of the macaque that
are consistent with this study. Ungerleider and Desimone
(1986) reported a connection between MT and ventral V4.
Distler et al. (1993) injected anterograde and retrograde tracers
in macaque area TEO, and described bidirectional connections
to dorsal areas, including V3d, V3A, V4d, and MT. Webster et al.
(1994) explored the cortical connections in area TEO and TE,
and reported that TEO is connected with V3A, whereas TE is
predominantly connected to area LIPd, rather than V3A. More
recently, Ungerleider et al. (2008) studied pathways terminating
in macaque V4 using both anterograde and retrograde tracers.
They described bidirectional connections between V3A, MT
(dorsal), and ventral V4. These tracer studies suggest that the
mVOF includes bidirectional information transmission between
dorsal and ventral visual cortex. The streamline estimates here
also show that the mVOF connects dorsal (V3A, V4d, and MT)
and ventral areas (V4v, TEO).
Taken together, the mVOF streamlines follow a path that is
consistent with macaque studies using ﬁber dissections, tract
degeneration, Weigert stains, and tracers.

The VOF Cortical Endpoints and Visual Field Maps
The organization of the visual ﬁeld map has been widely studied in both human and macaque, and scientists have proposed
several principles describing the spatial distribution of function
in visual cortex (Wandell et al. 2007). One prominent theory
neuroscientists largely support is that relatively dorsal visual
cortex processes spatial information relevant for action,
whereas relatively ventral visual cortex processes categorical
information relevant for object categorization and identiﬁcation (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Goodale and Milner 1992;
Ungerleider and Haxby 1994). Various studies raise the likelihood of substantial interaction between dorsal and ventral visual cortex (Grill-Spector et al. 1998, 2000; Konen and Kastner
2008). The VOF provides an anatomical infrastructure supporting the interaction between dorsal and ventral visual cortex
(Yeatman et al. 2014; Takemura et al. 2016b).
An additional functional role of the VOF arises from consideration of the representation of visual ﬁeld information. In both
human and macaque, V2 and V3 are separated into dorsal and
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ventral components, and each represent a quarter of the visual
ﬁeld. However, midlevel visual maps contain hemiﬁeld representations, such as V3A/B, IPS-0, hV4, VO, LO in humans, and
V3A in macaques. The macaque map organization anterior to
V4v is controversial, but a recent study provides evidence for
hemiﬁeld maps anterior to V4v and adjacent to TEO (Kolster
et al. 2014). As endpoints of the VOF are near these hemiﬁeld
maps, it is possible that the VOF has an essential functional
role for transmitting upper and lower visual ﬁeld information
between dorsal and ventral visual ﬁeld maps (Takemura et al.
2016b).
While the visual ﬁeld maps in human and macaque are
similar, they differ in several ways (Wandell and Winawer
2011; Kolster et al. 2014; Vanduffel et al. 2014). The differences
include the relative size of V3 (Brewer et al. 2002; Dougherty
et al. 2003; Lyon and Connolly 2012), the retinotopic organization of V4 (Brewer et al. 2005; Wade et al. 2008; Arcaro et al.
2009; Winawer et al. 2010; Goddard et al. 2011; Winawer and
Witthoft 2015), and response selectivity in V3A (Tootell et al.
1997; Vanduffel et al. 2001). Also, the homology of some human
maps, such as V3B (Smith et al. 1998; Press et al. 2001) and LO
(Larsson and Heeger 2006; Amano et al. 2009; Silson et al. 2013),
remains uncertain (but see Kolster et al. 2014). The difference
in the spatial arrangement of maps between human and
macaque may be related to the change in position and size of
the VOF. The position of all these maps, and their size, makes
it seem likely that the growth in the VOF and its change in position may have been coordinated with changes in the cortical
organization.

The Spatial Organization of the VOF and ILF in Human
and Macaque
Human and macaque VOF are similar in 2 critical ways. First,
the endpoints of the VOF are near similar maps such as V3A in
dorsal visual cortex and V4 in ventral visual cortex. Second, in
both human and macaque, the VOF is located lateral to the OR
and oriented in a direction perpendicular to the OR. These similarities suggest that the mVOF is a homologous pathway to the
human VOF.
But there are also signiﬁcant differences between these
pathways that reﬂect some of the general differences between
the macaque brain and the much larger human brain. First, the
human VOF is greatly elongated in the anterior–posterior
dimension compared with the mVOF, which is largely conﬁned
between the IOS and STS. The human VOF extends nearly to
the posterior arcuate fasciculus (pAF; or vertical (posterior) segment of the arcuate; Catani et al. 2005; see Weiner et al. 2016b
about the position of pAF with respect to VOF; see Fig. 8).
A second difference is that the macaque mVOF and ILF
streamlines cross, but in human the estimated VOF streamlines
are largely separate and lateral to the estimated ILF streamlines. This difference suggests a hypothesis regarding the evolution of the VOF that is related to the substantial cortical
expansion in human (Fig. 8). The VOF may be the part of the ILF
system in a common ancestor (right panel, Fig. 8). With the
expansion of cerebral cortex and the increase in the number of
midlevel visual areas, the VOF may have grown to the point
where it became independent of the ILF system, shifting laterally and separating from the ILF. This hypothesis is speculative because it is difﬁcult to exclude the possibility that the
estimated human ILF streamlines separate from the VOF due to
the limited ability to resolve crossing ﬁbers in in vivo human
data, limited ability of tractography algorithms, selection of

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of estimated human-macaque occipital ﬁber system. This diagram schematically describes the position of 3 major whitematter pathways in the right hemisphere in humans (left panel) and macaque
(right panel); the OR (green), the ILF (red), and the VOF (blue). As compared with
macaques, human VOF is moved to the lateral side of the white matter and
becomes relatively distinguishable from the ILF.

acquisition and tractography parameters or waypoint ROI
selection procedures. We include this speculation because it
provides a hypothesis for future comparative studies, comparing high-resolution human and macaque anatomy data, that
assess the evolution of the visual association areas and vertical
occipital ﬁber system in more ﬁne detail.

Combining Postmortem Anatomical Data with in vivo
Diffusion MRI
The data in this paper include in vivo diffusion data and postmortem (ex vivo) macaque diffusion data, and we contextualize
the diffusion measurements with postmortem tracer studies.
Each of these measurement modalities has its own advantages.
The in vivo diffusion data are relatively coarse, but they
have great value for studies of development, plasticity, disease,
and individual differences in both human and animal studies
(Levin et al. 2010; Blumenfeld-Katzir et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011;
Yeatman et al. 2012a; Bock et al. 2013; Hofstetter et al. 2013;
Sampaio-Baptista et al. 2013; Ogawa et al. 2014; Ajina et al.
2015; Gomez et al. 2015; Warner et al. 2015). The ex vivo diffusion data has advantage in the signal-to-noise ratio, spatial,
and angular resolution of the data (Miller et al. 2011; Dell’Acqua
et al. 2013; Leuze et al. 2014; Aggarwal et al. 2015; Seehaus et al.
2015).
There are several advantages of ex vivo dMRI compared
with other ex vivo anatomical methods, such as tracer methods. First, ex vivo dMRI is useful for a comparison with in vivo
dMRI in the same stereotactic space. Second, dMRI provides a
large ﬁeld of view compared with postmortem tracer studies.
Third, dMRI and tractography have built up an infrastructure of
reproducible computational methods and atlases that can be
shared (Calabrese et al. 2015; Hayashi et al. 2015; Reveley et al.
2016). This supports the methods needed to grow a shared
database that enables comparisons between individual subjects
and population norms (Wandell et al. 2015).
The strengths and weaknesses of invasive anatomical methods are complementary to the dMRI strengths. Postmortem
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tracer studies are very well suited for examining hypotheses
about the ﬁne spatial detail and directionality of speciﬁc connections (Cheng et al. 1997; Ungerleider et al. 2008; Banno et al.
2011; Grimaldi et al. 2016), or the relationship between speciﬁc
connections and molecular targets (Ichinohe et al. 2010). In
contrast, it is very difﬁcult to study the variability between individuals using tracer methods because of the inability to precisely control the placement of injections and uptake of tracers.
Anatomical tracer studies typically slice the brain and recover
only a subset of the pathways reconstructed from challenging
material (Kennedy et al. 2013). Finally, tracer studies have not
yet developed a digital technology that enables one to compute
atlases and integrate data. The most widely used summaries of
anatomical data are simple tables that collect the known collection, and these tables do not capture the pathways themselves (CoCoMac database; Bakker et al. 2012).
One way to proceed is to develop high-resolution models of
the visual white-matter tracts using postmortem diffusion
data, and to use these models to guide model estimates from
lower-resolution in vivo dMRI data. We can then use anatomical tracer methods to analyze speciﬁc pathways and cellular
molecular questions. To some extent, this approach has been
used in much of human tractography. Tractography is often
used simply to locate major white-matter tracts that are
known to exist, and the properties of these regions are then
studied in different groups of subjects or patients (Catani et al.
2002; Wakana et al. 2004; Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten
2008; Yendiki et al. 2011; Yeatman et al. 2012b).

Conclusions
Whereas much of the occipital white matter in human and
macaque is similar (OR, forceps major, ILF), we ﬁnd signiﬁcant
differences. Most signiﬁcant is the absence in macaque of a
tract homologous to human IFOF. The much larger volume
(×15) of the human brain seems to have brought forth a need to
create a long pathway that speeds the projection of signals
from posterior to anterior portions of the brain. Tasks that rely
on this communication pathway in human may not have a corresponding substrate in macaque.
A second notable difference is the position of the mVOF and
the human VOF with respect to other white-matter tracts. In
both species, the VOF connects dorsal and ventral posterior
portions of the brain, and are likely to have endpoints near
similar maps (V3A and ventral V4). But in human, the VOF is
largely segregated from the ILF, while in macaque, the mVOF
crosses with the ILF. This difference has implications for interpreting the consequences of white-matter lesions, such as one
might observe in stroke patients or other clinical lesions. It is
less clear that the position matters for typical signaling and
function.
The gross anatomical positions of stimulus-selective cortical regions, such as regions selective for faces, differ
between human and macaque (Tsao et al. 2008; Bell et al.
2009; Pinsk et al. 2009; Kornblith et al. 2013; Weiner and GrillSpector 2015; Lafer-Sousa et al. 2016). The dMRI measurements reveal similarities and differences in the organization
of the major occipital white-matter tracts in human and
macaque, and the projections of these tracts may explain the
different locations of these cortical specializations. As we
improve our understanding about the white-matter tracts in
both species, we hope to clarify the degree to which the functional circuits we identify in macaque are an accurate model
for human vision.
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Supplementary Material
Supplementary data is available at Cerebral Cortex online.
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